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REPRESENTATIONS OF GENERALIZED
OSCILLATOR ALGEBRA
Piotr Kosin´ski∗, Micha l Majewski∗, Pawe l Mas´lanka∗∗
Abstract. The representations of the oscillator algebra introduced by Brzezin´ski
et al. (Phys. Lett. B 311 (1993), 202) are classified.
I. Introduction
In this paper we present an exhaustive discussion of representations of the oscil-
lator algebra introduced in Ref. [1]. This algebra was obtained as a q-deformation
of the modified oscillator algebra underlying the structure of Calogero model [2].
In the paper [1] the Fock representations of the algebra under consideration were
found. However, it is known [3] that q-deformed oscillator algebra posses some
exotic representations which disappear in the limit q → 1. Therefore, it is expected
that some phenomenon occurs for the algebra considered by Brzezin´ski et al. Fol-
lowing the methods used in Ref. [3] we show that this is indeed the case and provide
the complete classification of its representations.
II. Construction of representations
The algebra under consideration reads :
aa+ − qa+a = q−N (1 + 2αK),
[N, a] = −a, [N, a+] = a+,
{K, a} = 0, {K, a+} = 0,
[N,K] = 0,
N+ = N, K+ = K,
(1)
where q ∈ R+, α ∈ R− {0}. This algebra posses the following Casimir operators
C1 = K
2, C2 = Ke
ipiN , C3 = e
2ipiN . (2)
Obviously, they are not independent
C1C3 = C
2
2 . (3)
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We will be looking for irreducible representations. Let γ be an eigenvalue of C2
corresponding to a given representation; then
K = γe−ipiN . (4)
Let Ψ0 be a common eigenvector of N and K :
NΨ0 = ν0Ψ0,
KΨ0 = γe
−ipiν0Ψ0.
(5)
Due to the commutativity of a+a and aa+ with N and K we may assume that
a+aΨ0 = λ0Ψ0,
aa+Ψ0 = µ0Ψ0
(6)
and (Ψ0,Ψ0) = 1. It is easy to see that the vectors Φn defined by
Φn =
{
(a+)
n
Ψ0 for n ≥ 0,
a−nΨ0 for n < 0
are eigenvectors of a+a and aa+ :
a+aΦn = λnΦn,
aa+Φn = µnΦn.
(7)
Now, let us define the following vectors :
Ψn =


1√√√√√√
n∏
k=1
λk
(a+)
n
Ψ0 for n ≥ 0,
1√√√√√√
−n∏
k=1
λn+k
a−nΨ0 for n < 0.
(8)
They are orthogonal (as eigenvectors of N corresponding to different eigenvalues)
and normalized. The action of basic operators is given by
a+Ψn =
√
λn+1Ψn+1,
aΨn =
√
λnΨn−1,
NΨn = (ν0 + n)Ψn,
KΨ =
(−1)n
2α
BΨn,
(9)
where, for later convenience, we have defined
B = 2αγe−ipiν0 ∈ R. (10)
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The only additional condition we have to take into account is that λn and µn,
being eigenvalues of nonnegative operators, should be nonnegative. Using the basic
commutation rules applied to Ψn we obtain
µn − qλn = −q
−(n+ν0)
(
1 + 2αγe−ipi(n+ν0)
)
. (11)
But a (a+a)Ψn = (aa
+) aΨn which gives
λn = µn−1. (12)
Equations (11) and (12) imply the following recurrence relation
λn+1 = qλn + q
−ν0−n (1 + (−1)nB) , (14)
which can be explicitly solved to yield :
λn = λ0q
n + q−ν0
(
qn − q−n
q − q−1
+B
qn − (−1)nq−n
q + q−1
)
. (15)
Nonnegativity of λn implies
λ0q
ν0 +
1
q − q−1
+
B
q + q−1
≥ q−4k
(
1
q − q−1
+
B
q + q−1
)
, (16a)
λ0q
ν0 +
1
q − q−1
+
B
q + q−1
≥ q−(4k+2)
(
1
q − q−1
−
B
q + q−1
)
. (16b)
We have now to distinguish several cases.
(i) Assume q > 1. Then at least one of the numbers
1
q − q−1
±
B
q + q−1
is posi-
tive. Therefore, there exists n0 such that for even and/or odd
n < n0, λn < 0, which implies aΨn = 0 for some n ≤ n0. After possi-
ble renumbering we may assume
aΨ0 = 0, λ0 = 0 (17)
Therefore, the representation is spanned by the vectors Ψn, n ≥ 0, and λn
are given by
λn = q
−ν0+n
(
1− q−2n
q − q−1
+B
1− (−1)nq−2n
q + q−1
)
(18)
The condition λ ≥ 0 gives the following restriction on the possible values of
B :
B ≥ −1 (19)
However, B = −1 must be considered separately. In this case λ1 = 0, i.e.
µ0 = 0 which, together with λ0 = 0 and irreducibility implies
a = a+ = 0, N = ν0, K = −
1
2α
. (20)
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This representation is onedimensional. For B > −1 the representation is
spanned by the vectors {Ψn}
∞
n=0. We shall call it the Fock representation
for obvious reasons. It is given by equations (9) and (18) with n ≥ 0.
(ii) q < 1 and one (and only one) of the values
1
q − q−1
±
B
q + q−1
is positive. In
this case there exists n0 such that for n > n0 λn is negative for even or odd
n. This implies a+Ψn = 0 for some n ≥ n0. After possible renumbering we
get
a+Ψ0 = 0. (21)
In order to find the restrictions on possible values of B we note that the
condition (21) implies µ0, i.e. λ1 = 0 or
λ0 = −q
−ν0−1(1 +B), (22)
which gives B ≤ −1. For B = −1 we obtain onedimensional representation
(20). If B < −1 we have to consider the restrictions on B following from
the formula
λn = q
n−ν0
(
−q−1(1 +B) +
1− q−2n
q − q−1
+B
1− (−1)nq−2n
q + q−1
)
. (23)
The condition λn ≥ 0 implies B ≤
q + q−1
q − q−1
. For
B <
q + q−1
q − q−1
(24)
we have λn > 0 and the representation is given by equations (9) and (23)
with n ≤ 0. We call this representation anti-Fock one. For
B =
q + q−1
q − q−1
(25)
all λn with odd n are zero. Therefore the representation is twodimensional
and given by
aΨ0 =
√
2q−ν0
q−1 − q
Ψ−1, a
+Ψ0 = 0,
a+Ψ−1 =
√
2q−ν0
q−1 − q
Ψ0, aΨ−1 = 0,
NΨ0 = ν0Ψ0, NΨ−1 = (ν0 − 1)Ψ−1,
KΨ0 =
q + q−1
2α (q − q−1)
, KΨ−1 =
q + q−1
2α (q − q−1)
Ψ−1.
(26)
(iii) q < 1 and both values
1
q − q−1
±
B
q + q−1
are nonpositive (at least one must
be strictly negative). There are now the following possibilities :
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(a)
λ0q
ν0 +
1
q − q−1
+
B
q + q−1
< 0 (27)
There exists then n0 such that λn < 0 for n < n0, n even or odd. Therefore
the representation is given by formulae (9), (18); it is a Fock one. To provide
λn ≥ 0 for n ≥ 0 we have to restrict B to lie in the interval
−1 ≤ B < −
q + q−1
q − q−1
. (28)
For B = −1 we get again onedimensional representation (20).
(b)
λ0q
ν0 +
1
q − q−1
+
B
q + q−1
> 0 (29)
Equation (29) implies λn > 0 for all n ∈ Z. The representation is given by
equations (9), (15) with n ∈ Z.
(c)
λ0q
ν0 +
1
q − q−1
+
B
q + q−1
= 0 (30)
If |B| < −
q + q−1
q − q−1
all λn > 0 and representation has the same form as in
point (b). For B = −
q + q−1
q − q−1
all λn with n even are vanishing; therefore,
the representation is twodimensional and given by formulae :
a+Ψ0 =
√
2q−ν0−1
q−1 − q
Ψ1, aΨ0 = 0,
a+Ψ1 = 0, aΨ1 =
√
2q−ν0−1
q−1 − q
Ψ0,
NΨ0 = ν0Ψ0, NΨ1 = (ν0 + 1)Ψ1,
KΨ0 = −
q + q−1
2α (q − q−1)
Ψ0, KΨ1 =
q + q−1
2α (q − q−1)
Ψ1.
(31)
For B =
q + q−1
q − q−1
all λn with n odd vanish. The representation is twodi-
mensional and is given by formulae (26).
III. Discussion
Let us summarize the results obtained in section II. For q > 1 there are two
possibilities :
(a) if B > −1 the spectrum of N is bounded from below – we have Fock
representation which is irreducible and determined by the choice of ν0 and
B; different choices correspond to inequivalent representations,
(b) if B = −1 we get onedimensional irreducible representation labeled by the
values of ν0; again different values of ν0 correspond to inequivalent repre-
sentations.
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The case q < 1 is more involved. The following possibilities have to be distin-
guished :
(a) for B <
q + q−1
q − q−1
we get irreducible anti-Fock representation; the repre-
sentations are labelled by pairs (ν0, B) and different choices correspond to
inequivalent representations,
(b) for B =
q + q−1
q − q−1
one obtains twodimensional representations parametrized
by ν0; different values of ν0 correspond to inequivalent representations,
(c) for B = −1 we obtain again onedimensional representation parametrized
by ν0; it has the same form as for q > 1,
(d) for −1 < B < −
q + q−1
q − q−1
the representations are the Fock ones parametrized
by ν0 and B; for different values of these parameters we obtain inequivalent
representations,
(e) for B = −
q + q−1
q − q−1
the representations, parametrized by ν0, are twodimen-
sional and mutually inequivalent,
(f) finally, there exists a set of infinitedimensional representations for which
the spectrum of N extends infinitely in both directions. They correspond
to |B| < −
q + q−1
q − q−1
and λ0q
ν0 +
1
q − q−1
+
B
q + q−1
≥ 0 or |B| = −
q + q−1
q − q−1
and λ0q
ν0 +
1
q − q−1
+
B
q + q−1
> 0. It is easy to see that two such represen-
tations, labeled by (ν0, B, λ0) and (ν
′
0, B
′, λ′0), are equivalent iff ν
′
0 = ν0+n,
B′ = (−1)nB, λ′0 = λ0q
n + q−ν0
(
qn − q−n
q − q−1
+B
qn − (−1)nq−n
q + q−1
)
for some
integer n.
Let us now consider the limits q → 1 or B → 0. It is easy to see that only the
onedimensional and Fock representations survive the limit q → 1. On the other
hand the B → 0 limit coincides with the results obtained in Ref. [3]. Finally, the
limit q → 1, B → 0 leaves only Fock representation as it should be. The results
obtained are summarized in table 1.
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Table 1.
Type of
representation
q
Restrictions
on B
Restrictions
on λ0 and ν0
q → 1
limit
α→ 0
limit
onedimensional arbitrary B = −1
λ0 = 0
ν0 –arbitrary
exists
does not
exist
twodimensional q < 1
B = q+q
−1
q−q−1
B = − q+q
−1
q−q−1
λ0 =
2q−ν0
q−1−q
ν0 –arbitrary
λ0 = 0
ν0 –arbitrary
does not
exist
does not
exist
does not
exist
does not
exist
Fock
q > 1
q < 1
B > −1
− q+q
−1
q−q−1
> B > −1
λ0 = 0
ν0 –arbitrary
λ0 = 0
ν0 –arbitrary
exists
exists
exists
exists
anti-Fock q < 1 B < q+q
−1
q−q−1
λ0 = −q
ν0−1(1 +B)
ν0 –arbitrary
does not
exist
does not
exist
unbounded
in both directions
q < 1
|B| < − q+q
−1
q−q−1
|B| = − q+q
−1
q−q−1
λ0q
ν0 + 1
q−q−1
+ B
q+q−1 ≥ 0
λ0q
ν0 + 1
q−q−1
+ B
q+q−1 > 0
does not
exist
does not
exist
exists
does not
exist
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Remark to the case of representations unbounded in both directions : they are
equivalent
(ν′0, λ
′
0, B
′) ∼ (ν0, λ0, B)
iff
ν′0 = ν0 + n, B
′ = (−1)nB,
λ′0 = λ0q
n + q−ν0
(
qn − q−n
q − q−1
+B
qn − (−1)nq−n
q + q−1
)
,
n ∈ Z.
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